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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ASSOCIATIONS
THOUSANDS OF REVISIONS I
HUNDREDS OF BRAND-NEW
ENTRIES!
For fourteen years the Encyclopedia of Associalions has been th e busy libra ri an's key to primary so urces of
up-to-date infor mation on every conceivable subject. The new Sixth Edition of this indispe nsable reference
wo rk has been enlarged and completely revised , with changes, correcti ons. an d/ or add itions in over 90% of
the entries, plus over liOO brand -new entries.
Through their publications, projects , research report s. personal replies to questions, and other se rvices ,
associations are a uniqu e so urce of essential. timel y in format ion. The Sixth Edition of the Encyclopedia tells
yo u precisely whom to contact for reliable facts o n such pertinent subjects as ecology .. . data processing
... wo men's rights .. . atomic research ... birth control . . . civil rights ... industrial waste . .. underdeveloped nations . ,. lasers . . . urban problem s . .. geriatrics . .. cu ltural exchanges ... space explorati on.

VOLUME 1: NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
This basic sou rce-of-sources covers nearl y 14,000 national , nonprofit membership organizations. Included in the
broad coverage are selected non-membership gro ups; foreign groups of inte rest in America ; U.S. local and regional
groups of nati onal interest ; and ci ti zen action gro ups and governmen tal adviso ry bodies co ncerned with specific
problems.
Typical entries cover seventeen vita l item s, including the organization 's name, address, and telephone number
(if supplied by organizat ion); its purpose and objectives ; name and title of chief executive; number of members ;
publications; and conve nti on sc hedules.
Organizations a re gro uped into nine teen ca t e~orie s according to their principal interests (Business, Hobbies,
Social Welfare, etc.). The listin g for an y organiza ti o n ca n be found instantly through the 30,000-item keyword/
alphabetica l index, in wh ich o rganiza ti ons are listed both by complete proper name and under the keyword or
keywords which best identify their field s of activity.

VOLUME II: GEOGRAPHIC AND EXECUTIVE INDEX
This two-part index provides two ad diti ona l approaches to organizati ons a nd their executives : The GEOGRAPHIC
section lists in state and city order the as ociations which are arranged in Volume I accordin g to subject interest.
The geographic index includes executive names. The EXECUTIVE section lists by surname executives mentioned
in Volume I, and gives thei r titles and the names of their organ izations. Both ind exes include phone numbers
(if supplied by organizatio n); the geog raphic index includes add resses with zips.

VOLUME Ill: NEW ASSOCIATIONS AND PROJECTS
New associations are of particular interest to researchers because such new gro ups tend to be concerned wit h new
ideas and new problems on which they are often the on ly sources of cur rent information. NAP, a quarterly supplement to Volume I, reports promptly on hundreds of such organizations during the period between editions of the
basic vo lume. NAP li stings con tain all the same details included in entries in Volume J, plus a cumu lative index
in each issue.

ORDER ENCYCL OPED/A OF ASSOCIATIONS TODAY AND EXAMINE FREE FOR 30 DAYS
VOLUME I : National Organizations of the U.S. $32.50
VOLUME II : Geographic and Executive Index $20.00 VOLUME Ill: New Associations and Projects $25.00/ year
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POPULATION INDEX BIBLIOGRAPHY
Cumulated 1935-1968
by Authors and Geographical Areas
Princeton University
This publication reproduces the cumulative card catalog of the bibliographic citations in the first 34 volumes (1935-1968) of Population Index.
Since 1935, when the quarterly appeared under the title Population Literature, a
principal feature of each issue has been an annotated, topically arranged bibliography of current books, monographs, articles, and documents published in Western,
including Slavic, languages. Since 1936 the bibliography has been prepared by the
Office of Population Research, Princeton University, which publishes Population
Index for the Population Association of America. In addition to the resources of the
Office of Population Research, the major resources utilized are current acquisitions
of the Princeton University library, The New York Public library, the library of
Congress, the United Nations Headquarters library, and the library of the New
York Academy of Medicine.
The card catalog, now published for the first time, comprises the working files that
have been maintained for reference by the editorial staff of Population Index. The
catalog contains two sets of the numbered entries appearing in Volumes 1-34, together with their annotations or indicative abstracts.
The division of the catalog is twofold. In the first, titles are arranged alphabetically
by principal author, whether individual or institution. Publications of national statistical offices are subclassified as censuses, vital statistics, yearbooks, and other official statistics. In the second, the geographical part of the catalog, titles are grouped
by continent and country, and within countries by major topics, including subtopics
for the United States. Because the topical scheme was redesigned in 1954, the geographical file is in two sections, the first covering bibliographic citations from Volumes 1-20 (1935-1954) and the second, those from Volumes 21-34 (1955-1968).
English translations of titles are provided.
Estimated 180,000 entries reproduced in 8 volumes
Prepublication price: $595.00,· after April 301 1971: $745.00

10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S.
D escriptive matefial on this title and a complete catalog of publications are available on request.
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Dictionary Catalog
of the Princeton University

PLASMA PHYSICS
LABORATORY Library
Firestone Library, Princeton University
The Plasma Physics Library had its beginning with the inception of the controlled
thermonuclear fusion research program at Princeton University in 1950. Classified
as Project Matterhorn until 1958, the Laboratory rapidly expanded after declassification to encompass a broad program in basic plasma physics and in allied astrophysical research as well as the accelerated work on fusion.
International interest in this field coupled with a high degree of cooperation among
the various research facilities has generated an abundant literature. This growth has
been reflected in the Plasma Physics Library which has necessarily maintained a high
level of current awareness. Due to ·the relative youth of the plasma physics discipline, the bulk of the literature currently resides in technical journals and reports
with a smaller fraction appearing in book form. A strong journal collector, combined
with excellent access to sources of unpublished references and to English translations of foreign articles, helps to insure thorough coverage of the literature. The
library also includes microfiche of all reports on controlled thermonuclear fusion
issued by the United States Atomic Energy Commission and a copy of each dissertation presented by the Plasma Physics Laboratory doctoral candidates.
Complete cataloging of each document includes an abstract as well as descriptive
cataloging. Minimal cataloging is done for microfiche. The catalog is arranged in
alphabetical form so that each report can be located under authors, originating
organization, report number and subject headings. The catalog originally had an
alphabetical arrangement of titles under each author entry but this is gradually being
changed to a chronological arrangement to facilitate easier access to the literature.
A unique feature of the catalog has been the systematic indexing of pertinent journal articles begun when the library was established. This service continues. The
library consists of approximately 15,000 journal articles, reports, reprints, and books,
fully catalogued. Cards for every type of material have been interfiled in one alphabetical sequence, and the catalogue now numbers an estimated 62,000 cards.
Estimated 62,298 cards reproduced in 4 volumes

Prepublication price: $240.00; after April 30, 1971: $300.00
10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S.
Descriptive material on this title and a complete catalog of publications. are available on request.
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